Title: COMBINATION OF LBH589 WITH OTHER THERAPEUTIC AGENTS FOR TREATING CANCER

Abstract: The invention relates to a combination comprising the N-hydroxy-3-[4-[[2-(2-methyl-1H-indol-3-yl)-ethyl]-amino]methyl][phenyl]-2E-2-propenamide; and one or more pharmaceutically active agents; pharmaceutical compositions comprising said combination; methods of treatment comprising said combination; processes for making said combination; and a commercial package comprising said combination.
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1. claims: 1,3-4,8,10-11,15,17,20-21 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an ACE inhibitor and uses thereof

2. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an adenosine-kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

3. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an adjuvant and uses thereof

4. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an adrenal cortex antagonist and uses thereof

5. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an AKT pathway inhibitor and uses thereof

6. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an alkylating agent and uses thereof

7. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an angiogenesis inhibitor and uses thereof

8. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an angiostatic steroid and uses thereof

9. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-androgen and uses thereof
10. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-estrogen and uses thereof

11. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-hypercalcemia agent and uses thereof

12. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-leukemic compound and uses thereof

13. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-metabolite and uses thereof

14. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an anti-proliferative antibody and uses thereof

15. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an apoptosis inducer and uses thereof

16. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an AT1receptor antagonist and uses thereof

17. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an aurora kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

18. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an aromatase inhibitor and uses thereof
19. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a biological response modifier and uses thereof

20. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a bisphosphonate and uses thereof

21. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a Bruton's Tyrosine Kinase (BTK) inhibitor and uses thereof

22. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a calcineurin inhibitor and uses thereof

23. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a CaM kinas II inhibitor and uses thereof

24. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a CD45 tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor and uses thereof

25. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a CDC25 phosphatase inhibitor and uses thereof

26. claims: 1-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a CYP3A4 inhibitor and uses thereof

27. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a CHK kinase inhibitor and uses thereof
28. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a compound targeting/decreasing a protein or lipid kinase activity or a protein or lipid phosphatase activity, a further anti-angiogenic compound or a compound which induces cell differentiation processes and uses thereof

29. claims: 1–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a controlling agent for regulating genistein, olomucine and/or tyrphostins and uses thereof

30. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a cyclooxygenase inhibitor and uses thereof

31. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a cRAF kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

32. claims: 1–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

33. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a cysteine protease inhibitor and uses thereof

34. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a DNA intercalator and uses thereof

35. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a DNA strand breaker and uses thereof

36. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)
37. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an EDG binder and uses thereof

38. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an endocrine hormone and uses thereof

39. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and compounds targeting, decreasing or inhibiting the activity of the epidermal growth factor family and uses thereof

40. claims: 1-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an EGFR, PDGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

41. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a farnesyltransferase inhibitor and uses thereof

42. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a Flk-1 kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

43. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a compound which targets, decreases or inhibits the activity of Flt-3 and uses thereof

44. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a gonadorelin agonist and uses thereof

45. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
46. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a heparanase inhibitor and uses thereof

47. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an agent used in the treatment of hematologic malignancies and uses thereof

48. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a HDAC inhibitor and uses thereof

49. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a HSP90 inhibitor and uses thereof

50. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an implant containing corticosteroids and uses thereof

51. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a IKK inhibitor and uses thereof

52. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and an insulin receptor tyrosinase inhibitor and uses thereof

53. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
   Combination comprising LBH 589 and a c-JNK inhibitor and uses thereof

54. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
55. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a MAP-kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

56. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a MDM2 inhibitor and uses thereof

57. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a MEK inhibitor and uses thereof

58. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a Methionine aminopeptidase inhibitor and uses thereof

59. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a MMP inhibitor and uses thereof

60. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a monoclonal antibody and uses thereof

61. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a NGFR tyrosine-kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

62. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a p38 MAP kinase inhibitor, including SAPK2/p38 kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

63. claims: 1,3–8,10–15,17–21,25–28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a p56 tyrosine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

64. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a PDGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

65. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

66. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a phosphatase inhibitor and uses thereof

67. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and photodynamic therapy and uses thereof

68. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a platinum agent and uses thereof

69. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a protein phosphatase inhibitor including PP1 and PP2 inhibitor and a tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor and uses thereof

70. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a PKC inhibitor and a PKC delta kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

71. claims: 1-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a polyamine synthesis inhibitor and uses thereof

72. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a proteosome inhibitor and uses thereof

73. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a PTB1B inhibitor and uses thereof

74. claims: 1-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a protein tyrosine kinase inhibitor including a SRC family tyrosine kinase inhibitor, a SYK tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and a JAK-2 and/or JAK-3 tyrosine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

75. claims: 1-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and an inhibitor of Ras oncogenic isoforms and uses thereof

76. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a retinoid and uses thereof

77. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor and uses thereof

78. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a RNA polymerase II elongation inhibitor and uses thereof

79. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase inhibitor and uses thereof

80. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)

Combination comprising LBH 589 and a serine/threonine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

81. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a compound which targets, decreases or inhibits the activity/function of serine/theronine mTOR kinase and uses thereof

82. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a somastatin receptor antagonist and uses thereof

83. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a sterol biosynthesis inhibitor and uses thereof

84. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a telomerase inhibitor and uses thereof

85. claims: 1-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a topoisomerase inhibitor and uses thereof

86. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and tumor cell damaging approaches and uses thereof

87. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a monoclonal antibody or VFGF or VEGFR and uses thereof

88. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a VEGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor and uses thereof

89. claims: 1,3-8,10-15,17-21,25-28 (all partly)
Combination comprising LBH 589 and a RANKL inhibitor and uses thereof
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